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ngawang tashi(1989.11.08)
 
I am indeed son of Tibetan but born in Nepal, the stranger world, and due to
aggressive invasion of our nation by the red Chinese government, upheaval rapid
exodus of Tibetan in Nepal, India, Butan and so on, at facing with that pathetic
incident. This is reason why we are unfortunate getting distant life from our
nation appearance. However, the despondency story is happened in not very far
history, in fact it take place at proximity bygone century so that everything that
folded our experience and remembrance shall stretched to the height of spirit. As
we grow in our physically and mentally, the Tibetan soul would remark to climb
to the high and to run to the distance as much our struggle remained. The Tibet,
widely known as roof of world, is everything for all people of world but must be
very special of us. All that I am and all that I’ll ever be would not be possible if
my nation hadn't given name to me so I'm letting you know right now that I love
my Tibet so
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Dream On Nation
 
When sky hire the trend dawn
Wave of light transcend down
Warm air and light touch the lawn
Wonder nature bring spring blown
When world awake from 20th morning
World war console sing in every ring
Wool of Tibetan protect the spiritual willing
When brumal arctic fall on extreme freezing
 
Inherited this Great Spirit and vein of holistic father
Struggle wrangle dispute and tragic for the nation soul
Every outpost of my body honors their egregious connoisseur
I overrun my circulation to carry this legacy to the goal.
 
Man without nation is like a widow woman.
Nation without a man is like the barren woman.
Neither nation nor man, cannot survive secession
Man with nation can know real right of life mission.
 
Still Tibetan soul in the very dark cavern of colonialism
Score scream solemn on the fallen doom of barbarism
Scorn shudder to my land but we can never be extremism
Son of snow Tibet let innovate the chapter of core altruism
 
Initial incendiary mark to this cardinal and graft ideal
Insist by our acumen eagle’s mind for the nation to heal
Come forward and outrun your tread the hard heart zeal
Better we contribute in stringent shall reap dream in real
 
We shall overcome and get our triumph that calls us.
We shall overwhelm our malediction heart that against us.
We shall keep our keen only for the sheer dream of us.
We shall work for the nation dream that father sow to us.    
 
May I wish may celestial shall not reject my progeny glory
Mother of Tibet shall see the fame of her amiable son rosy
Momentum of Tibet radiant the striking of development ray
Master teach the precious doctrine propel the altruism lively
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Eulogy To My Aapa And Aama (Dad And Mom)
 
I believe an unending transmigration existence of ordinary life in this terrain
by the pace of perpetual overflowing stream of our life seek only bliss grain
Whereby the form of being alter to the fresh form at the nick of convergence
Press off the switch button of breathing organ irrespective due of transit fence
Somehow of this demarcation of life hire the human embodiment under lovely
Gracious of kindness parent advice me implement the best ideal to this very life
 
 
Brumal snow clad heartedly cover to the surface of land at most requisite time
Give warm remedy from tense cold air blow harshly from unbearable direction
It stand for where to challenge needed by hard and pain to patron jovial on me
With impeccable knack, adorn enchanting dress to tree shape out its fine figure
 
 
The blossoms of spring shine in the boundless sky and spread to the extreme
earth
This vernal boon bewitches the dome of this kingdom and give birth the offspring
of awakening
The flora of young flower stretched its fragrance that bind and beautify that
greenhorn
This gifted product of attainment are garnering your pride and proud from all eye
of world
 
 
Worldly omnipotent, for breeding an overture of peace adapted the gentle lunar
at night
Solar sheen when day falls, all this antidote preclusion eradicate the black spot of
quandary
Vulnerable existence in a very final state of moment freely secure from the every
strike
Splendid sign of meaningful life get arise from nook of your auspicious souvenir
thereafter
The dedication spirit of indomitable love and care on sake for sated of entire
being desire
Indeed whole divine mind inherited from the mild heart of parent that decipher
devout of love
 
 
Beneath the light every sentient being credited pure incubate, nurture and
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nourish
Everything that being are or shall be would not possible if the almighty light lack
It gives us eye to see and ear to listen vividly; all in all we are indebted by them
My father, I always repute the gracious and omnipotent of this great light to you
What I am and shall be can possible to appear only due of your kindly protection
My mother, with great love, I regard you as my highest respected and admired
woman
Through small thing to the great, I am lovingly follow to the way you have
teaches me
In brevity, you give me the world most precious moment of human life to be
liberation
 
 
I love you so much, my father and my mother, I revere and am repaying
I love so much on your real teaching of divine that make me real man
I love you so much, that you give me every capable heart to do any else work
I love so much because you are one of most rarest of rare idol of everything
 
 
I born after numerous tragedy and turmoil life you suffer by duress colonial
incursion dim
You employ every power that you could but still it lack and by relented eye, give
gaze on me
On burning allegiance of consciousness that you readily sacrifice your loving for
the nation awake
I, on your maven behest, determined to follow the path which you set up to me
to bring your dream
On armored with mace of your selfless love and dedication shall I never lose your
divine dignity
Since I promise, everything I owe would couple my soul for stride of this dream
and dignity ever
 
 
I love you because you are everything for me to adopt all fallible wholesome
thing
I love you because you give the birth of Tibetan soul for aim of nation awakening
I love you because you carry the beacon of our predecessor tradition and
teaching
I love you because you advice us the graft doctrine for propagation of selfless
willing
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I love my mom, always and forever, to listen your milestone sweet jingling…..
 
ngawang tashi
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Go Into The Wild World
 
Friend, do believe me,
fiend are around thee
friend, do blame me
frenzy has obsess me
Listen up my desire
live not in very dare
link to mystery bare
liberty unlock aware
will alter whole world
wild is still there fold
society yet here in hold
soul sake into the wild
in yore, god shows all
irk all this society ball
if not, it agonize us till
it disgusted mill in bill
let wild be switch on
left off society moan
turn aside into the wild
turning search the mild
society always deceive
sole loss neither relieve
nor it’s society perceive
not man have do conceive
this is all fraud and illusion
thrive wild is only allusion
Same voyage is we been
sane knows renounce keen
let go into the wild first
leap forward to reality last
let go into the wild world
lens of mind see how it aid
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Lock Up In Net Of Forgery
 
Looking mind in interest
very figure of pretentious
and pride of prig
she feel high sigh
on walking to noble
her sharp and steep
blade edge of fob
conspire for ignite blood
that vein gentle man
her pitiless overkill his
I found my heart
alarming to all heart
 
Still her insistent inflict
her impiety immoral implead
eye of minute mind
subsist in empty embitter
lacking trawl, the man
his mindless hoodwink hook
lock by forgery key
unlocked snare bleak beyond
is this the beauty?
behind beauty is changeless
you saw is forgery
where nothing is real
where none is able
this is the lesson
let learn lesson lest
son of his man
man blunder ail alienation
it is unbearable agony
once loss shall irreplaceable
never for convalescence too
she deprive your everything
until it come completion
she stick with you
the day of your
the moment of your
trend on empty hand
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shallow your treasury far
shatter your heart convergence
your beauty shall fade
your fallacy shall answer
the sore soar high
at end of erosion
every world is outlandish
 
Beauty is just appearance
it is only condescend
those who think deceive
to the other’s hand
they concern appearance much
adorn beautiful ear ring
sweet word in lips
bangle to fine finger 
bracelet to shine shoulder
her appearance is puny
her mind bind negativity
black heart in depth
wind of blind mind
forlorn from positivity wave
stretched the sweat smell 
blow into bitter bitch
if want to delve
know the heart more
the one who loss
regret on why present
it is what lesson
if those who neglect
the lesson warn lessen
we give the lesson
If one give honor
to be your defender
this should be know
not lock yourself in
the dark gloomy outlet
it is not world
which your heart call
 
Don’t follow her beauty
do yellow letting her risky
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don’t believe her words
do defensive from her swords
probe behind wall of beauty
prognosis hand ball of gravity
proceed for break predicament jar
procure door creak sentiment bar
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My Friend Astray Deviate To The Lethal Drugs
 
When the sky dawn beam to the land
where nocturnal blur aside in slow at end.
The world alarmed its glowing eye to watch
there man hail pleasant by his sentient batch.
Life awake and aware to wield work for better
liquate all trivial thing that may ruin loiter.
whether we live in marine or terrain
whether we are as aristocrat or plebian
anyhow, most common thing is we are same
anew manner we attain make different game
see on how we do and what our yet engagement
sew ourselves to losing on rival with amusement
since when other are getting up with the lesson
still Jampaling’s son are screw by drowsy cannon
sane fraternal and sororal soul shiver sad on you
scream every second of their life minute for you
sore that I am sobbing meant for you, my friend
such shameless transgression should be denied
life is precious. Everything is not unchangeable.
lorn may be your last if you not come with change
let see the world and ruminate where they reach today
leaf tremble to naked-clad when autumn bay.
when thing connect with negativity may bear bad
whim of mind enlighten if one gear his morality lad
my friend, I beg opt-repeatedly not to linger at cad
my friend, let ensue the song of transformation wad.
Shall you find any space to alter when it call us
shall my friend transform and transcend his bus?
Only thought that run in my mind make me to ask
onlooker brother and sister shed this bitter brisk
I invoke to the god to end up this dark tunnel.
I ask to my brother how to preclude from ail.
I ask my sister to lend her healing hand and heart.
I advice you, my friend, let sever this remorseful act.
My friend astray knowingly to the wrong way
my friend, employing with this drugs is not real gay
my friend, I am always at back to make you strong
my friend, let close the door of decaying and dying pong
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The Way I See On Your Sobriquet Is Me
 
Stretched the phase of hope and will object on thy
since my eye look on you in following with mind
how wonder it whoop! ! Discontent on much I get
how artistic sentient love is? It sheer fear on your
day is oblivion of you and night is dawn of you
in whole intrinsic go around mystery and mystic
 
for couple with thee heart in a cause for breeding
to hold you in centre, heavy days gone, I set forth
my life for elevate in you as cloud fly on high sky
dreams on you set aside bless the fluvial inn wine
whirl this sequence till bottle devoid, heart it is
till the sound of heart adorn its Luna and lucid
by across knocking the door of your concern on me
prior panorama  compile all way I insist lone
brink soul mantle and mend to safe stripe heart  too  
all bulk of time mined thee beauty in centre smiled
in the deep sky, wind blows fly me in deep eternity
the romantic dreams shall never be limitation tilt 
 
no matter whether thing happened may change or not
the fusion of vows  thereto remain to the last respiration
once heart supply has no doorway to defer back asunder
traverse ahead, depend and develop the knack of thee palm
the blossom of affinity emerge by a unit of its culmination
every space of scope gifted before belong thing appear out
all possibilities without exception, product of my beam
empower the apt beauty in our ally where none is alone
rest world, withal, nothing earn this sobriquet of you and me
this pureness and pursuit concerning dedicated merely
to you, this soul and spirit everything I have constitute
rename and reserve for the settlement of your living
no matter whether thing come in right provenance or not
my dedication and motivation, my willing and jingling
all in all, carry out in a pale of lotus petal of my heart
mild beloved and benign forth glorify the contribution 
Every day is new and every moment has new fear and care
I fear on you, may not collide the hurdle of silence to us
may not the waning moon could paralleled to coin to us
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this is merely my fear that my dear disclose the horrible night
I do care also, whereby I still alive today and lay I in this mill
splashing of our hearts blood that flow into vein and arteries
on the acumen lead of moderate love lighten up the phenomenal
it rule the blood and reign the heart’s emotion adapted this live
the door of enhance care shall predominant in our connection
this all I care in whole optimize and impetus for better impinge
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Wild
 
In yore, the god tell all
indict society rib all ill
it nag, cruelly to ail till
if one seize all cell mill
Let go into the wild first
learn heaven nous to last
let go into the wild world
lens of mind see will mild
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